
Herrick Library Faculty Meeting 
January 29, 2014 
 
Present: Steve Crandall, Brian Sullivan, Laurie McFadden, Linda Sootheran (guest) 
Missing: Ellen Bahr (on sabbatical) 
 

1. Weeding Project – Laurie and Steve have been actively weeding parts of the collection 
(Education and German, respectively). Linda has been able to hire an additional student to help 
process the books. Most of the discarded items go to Better World Books; the others are put on 
the free table before being placed in the recycle bins.  

2. Bethany’s Position – The paperwork to replace Bethany is sitting on the president’s desk. No 
timeline projected on when it might be approved so that we can hire her replacement. Linda 
should be complimented for her work over the last two months in keeping projects going and 
work well done with little-to-no help. She is handling the library’s billing as a new responsibility 
and that has been going well, in addition to her plethora of other responsibilities. 

3. All Staff Meeting – Steve asked for possible items to discuss at a future all staff meeting. One 
item was the weeding project. 

4. Center for Academic Success – Mike Neiderbach measured the space recently, we expect in 
order to create an estimate for construction that could be used for fundraising the necessary 
money to create the center. Earl Pierce and Vicky Westacott have also been in to discuss 
possible aspects of the project. While we have no timetable for the possible project, it seems 
that it is still in the works. 

5. New website – Brett and Ellen were able to launch the newly re-designed website earlier this 
month. Steve would like to find a way to recognize the accomplishment and asked for 
suggestions. Linda suggested a large cake and balloons in the BookEnd with an open invitation 
to the campus. Brian has received a couple of questions about the new design and asked the 
librarians for input on making possible changes. One item in particular is the loss of a quick link 
for the IDS Search. It provides a quick way to find and request books we don’t own (something 
Summon does not do well). 

6. LibAnalytics – Access Services has a form for students to record questions at the front desk that 
will be added to the new LibAnalytics service. Brian said the students seem to be responding 
positively to the new duty and have been doing a good job of record keeping. 

7. Public printer – The printer has been having issues with printing random (yet VERY large) print 
jobs. Brett has been capturing data and working with ITS to attempt to solve the issue. 

8. Laptops – We will be getting new lending laptops and a new battery charger this summer. Brett 
has been working with ITS to test a new image to be loaded onto each one in an attempt to be 
ready when the equipment arrives. 

9. Future meetings – The Herrick librarian meetings for the rest of the semester will be February 
26, March 26, April 23, and May 14. Steve will send out meeting requests via Outlook. 

10. Conference attendance – Laurie asked to attend a “Digital Directions” conference in July in 
Portland, OR and Steve approved the request. 

11. Middle States team visit – The library seminar room will be heavily used during the April 6-9 visit 
by the Middle States visiting evaluation team. Laurie outlined some things that need to be in 
place before they arrive (bookcases, keys, copy card, overall cleanliness, access to Keurig, etc.). 

 
Minutes recorded by, 
Laurie McFadden, secretary pro tem 


